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Abstract- The lean manufacturing concept is a systematic
minimization of waste and non-value activities in production
processes introduced by the Toyota production system. In this
research, lean manufacturing is implemented in a cement
production line. Value Stream Mapping (VSM) is applied to give
a clear picture of the value chain in cement production processes
and to highlight the non-value-added in the shop floor. To begin,
the existing VSM is constructed based on the information and
data gathered during visiting and observing the manufacturing
process in the firm. As a result, the excess inventory between
workstations was identified as a major waste generation, hence,
the proposed VSM conducts further improvement and makes
action plans to alleviate the unwanted activities. Then, the takt
time to ensure smooth material flow and to avoid any occurring
delay or bottleneck in the production line was figured out. The
supermarket pull-based production control is suggested to be
adopted in the future map. Two pull production strategies are
selected in this case. The first is applying the Kanban system to
control the level of inventory between workstations. The other is
the CONWIP approach to control the amount of work in process
to the entire production line. The outcome of the proposed
models indicates a decrease of the none-value time from 23 days
in the current state to about 4 and 2 days in Kanban and
CONWIP systems respectively, so the CONWIP was suggested as
most efficient. Some suggestions for further research are also
mentioned.
Keywords-cement industry; CONWIP; Kanban; pull systems;
value stream mapping; lean manufacturing

I.

INTRODUCTION

The cement industry is the most prominent building
material industry, contributing greatly to the global and
national economy and growth. Since cement is a primary
construction material, cement economics are closely related to
the construction sector. The history of the cement industry goes
back to 1824, when the Portland cement was invented [1-3].
Thereafter, the cement industry has developed and the volume
of production has increased steadily. The raw materials include
clay limestone transform into clinker. The clinker is
transformed into cement by adding gypsum and other
materials. The cement production process passes through
numerous workstations including crushers, milling, rotary kiln,
and milling finishing cements. Between these manufacturing

processes there are stocks and silos between workstations. The
cement is made by mixing lime, clay, and iron materials in
certain proportions to give the coated materials calcium, silica,
corundum, and iron oxide. These raw materials are then
grinded well to facilitate the burning process, which takes place
at a temperature of 1500°C. This material after burning is
called clinker. The lime materials for clinker make up about
90% of the cement mass, as gypsum material is added to it in
proportions ranging from 3 to 5% to control the hardening and
cohesion of the cement, which varies in terms of the added
amount according to the type produced [1-6].
This series of activities from the suppliers to the customers
is known as the value chain. The customer order is considered
as the input of flow information, while the output is the order
fulfillment. The aim of the value chain is to make the enterprise
competitive [7, 8]. In order to ensure the sustainability of
production and competitiveness with a view to improve the
cement production line, production management principles
should be implemented in this industry. The purpose of these
strategies is to make decisions to develop and improve the shop
floor operations in cement factories. One of these aspects is
reducing the work in process, since the excess inventory could
contribute to the holding cost. In addition, no value is added to
the clinker and cement which are stored in the factory.
Therefore, the lean manufacturing concept is chosen in this
research to be implemented in the production processes. It is a
systematic minimization of non-value activities in the
manufacturing systems [9, 10].
The lean manufacturing philosophy has been introduced in
the Toyota production system. The principle of this technique
is to eliminate the waste that occurs in the production process.
The waste in lean manufacturing comes from over production,
waiting, transportation, over processing, movement, inventory,
and defects [9-11]. Liker [12] extended the definition by
considering the non-utilized talents as a waste. When the lean
manufacturing is implemented a sort of tools must be used to
reduce and eliminate the added non-value, tools such as pull
system, value stream map, Heijunka, SMED, Total Productive
Maintenance (TPM), Poka-yoke 5’S, and Kaizen [9-11].
Lean manufacturing has been implemented to different
manufacturing aspects. This part will focus on the studies
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In the current article, the VSM tool is applied in a cement
production line. The main contribution of this article is the
implementation of lean manufacturing in a cement factory in
order to control and minimize the level of work in process.
There is an opportunity to compare the outcomes of the
proposed pull production systems which are Kanban and
CONWIP strategies among the push production system.

related to the cement industry. Authors in [13] implemented the
lean philosophy to improve the cement production line
performance. Maximum efficiency and minimum lead time and
production cost can be achieved if the right training is provided
to the employees and a motivation system is introduced to the
workplace environment. Authors in [14] developed an
approach for the application of lean manufacturing in the
cement industry. A numerical model was built to compare the
current and future state VSM. The output of the proposed
model outlined that there was an improvement in throughput
and reduction in lead time. In addition, the Kanban was applied
to study the effects of the inventory in cement manufacturing.
Authors in [15] implemented TPM in the cement production
line. Authors in [16] applied VSM in order to explore the
various non-value added activities in the supply chain of a
cement factory. Authors in [17] determined the essential points
for implementing the management of Just in Time philosophy
on the cement industry in Pakistan. Inventory management,
production design, production plan, supply chain integration,
and total quality control have been selected as factors in order
to eliminate the waste of resources. Authors in [18]
demonstrated a numerical approach to study the cement
manufacturing lines taking into account the supply chain
management and its effect on Just in Time production. Authors
in [19] proposed a simulation model to study the supply chain
management in cement industry. Authors in [20] introduced a
matrix for the waste relationship, a questionnaire of waste
assessment, and a value stream analysis approach to eliminate
the waste in cement production. In the previous study, the
approach consists of four stages which are identification of
waste, value stream analysis, fishbone diagram, and failure
mode and effect analysis. The literature review shows
significant contributions that should be further researched in
terms of the application of lean production in the cement
industry.

II. RESEARCH METHDOLOGY
In this study, VSM is applied to implement lean
manufacturing towards a cement production line. It is a
significant lean tool that identifies the potential waste and
forms a clear picture of the production process in order to build
a road map of improving the production process. The four main
steps of implementing VSM [11] are given in Figure 1.

Fig. 1.
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The research study is conducted at a cement factory. The
design capacity of this plant is 6,000 tons per day, whereas the
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annual production is 1.98 million tons, based on 330 working
days per year and taking into account the shutdown for
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maintenance. The current VSM is constructed according to the
guidelines in [11]. The relevant data and information associated
with the production processes, i.e. information flow, physical
flow, and time line are gathered. Information flow is related to
the customer requests (from the sales department or from
orders from the factory’s website) where the productionplanning can be conducted. The second element is material
flow. Data were taken during visiting the factory and observing
the progress of operations and workflow in the shop floor, in
order to understand the cement manufacturing industry
processes. The cycle times are taken as the average cycle time
from production department records. When it comes to the
inventories, there are four stores between each workstation.
The average time of materials stored in silos has been reported.
The down time for each process has been assumed to be 15%.
The third element is trend line. It consists of two time
components. The first timeline is the non-value added time. It
is also called the lead time or waiting time. It is the summation
of the amount of each inventory. Another timeline is value
added time. It can be computed by the summation of cycle
times for each workstation process.

process is the Kanban. One of its benefits is the control of the
level of inventory between workstations [21]. However,
authors in [22-25] introduced another pull system, Constant
Work In Process (CONWIP), to control the production line.
Both the above pull approaches were implemented in the future
state maps.

The current VSM is illustrated in Figure 2. It can be seen
that from the trend line, the non-value time is about 23 days,
whereas the value time is approximately 45 seconds.
III. THE PROPOSED FUTURE VALUE STREAM MAPPING
Based on the existing VSM outcomes, it is necessary for the
proposed VSM model to eliminate the non-value added in the
cement production line. First of all, the maximum time required
to meet the customer demands should be identified in order to
avoid any waste or delay of delivery. The takt time is computed
as [11]:
Takt Time

     
  

(1)

The maximum demand required by customers for the
cement production line is about 6000 tons per day. As the plant
runs 24 hours a day, the available working time is 86,400
seconds. Therefore, the takt time can be obtained as:
Takt Time




!
 "  #

14.4 seconds per ton

This means that 1 ton of cement needs to be produced in
14.4 seconds. Subsequently, the overall takt time is compared
against cycle time for each workstation as shown in Figure 3.
In addition, the current production strategy for the factory
follows the push production control shown in Figure 4.
Each workstation pushes completed work to the next
workstation. As a result, the inventory level between
workstations is increased. In the proposed future map, pull
production is applied to produce the right quantity of products
at the right time. A common approach of pull based production

Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3.

Cement production line balancing.

A. Kanban
Kanban is a lean tool associated with the pull production
system and Just in Time production [7-9]. To demonstrate the
use of the Kanban pull system to control the excess inventory,
the following assumptions are made: The cement production
line is divided into four stages, as shown in Figure 5. Each
phase consists of a process workstation which consists of the
input buffer, processes, and the output buffer. The number of
Kanbans is computed [26] as (2):
.

/012
3

(2)

where d is the average demand, L is the lead time, S is the
safety stock, and C is the container size.
To illustrate, the Withdrawal Kanban (WK) is transferred
from the succeeding workstation to the preceding workstation
and placed in the output buffer of the workstation and the
production for the rotary kiln workstation respectively. For
further details, the WK3 and PK3 are assigned as the numbers
of withdrawal and production for the rotary kiln workstation
respectively. The clinker container with Withdrawl Kanban
(WK3) is moved from the cement processing station into the
rotary kiln station and placed in the output of this workstation.
The future state maps for the Kanban approach is shown in
Figure 6.

Push production system.
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The proposed CONWIP in the cement production line.

B. CONWIP
Figure 7 shows the proposed mechanism of CONWIP in
cement production line. The assumptions are made by
identifying the maximum WIP level in the cement production
line, to ensure the level of inventory remains constant to the
entire shop floor. The material flow directly enters the backlog.
The backlog-sequencing rule in this proposed model is First In,
First Out (FIFO). The required quantity of finished cement is
dispatched to the customer. Then, the next customer orders can
www.etasr.com
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be initiated. The benefit gains of reducing the work cycle time
according to the Little’s law are [27]:
WIP

CT x TH (3)

where TH is the throughput time that is the average output of a
production process per unit time.
The future state map for the CONWIP approach is
illustrated in Figure 8.
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Fig. 8.

Comparison of the push system and the pull systems.

It can be seen that the longest value of lead-time is about 23
days in the push production system, while in the proposed
maps they are about 4 and 2 days for Kanban and CONWIP
approaches respectively. The comparative results of non-value
times in the cement production line for the proposed future
maps is decreased by 50% in the scenario of CONWIP
approach. The reason behind that is that there is no stock left
between workstations in CONWIP. To illustrate, the finished
cements are pulled out from the cement processing station
which makes the production flows smoothly in the production
www.etasr.com
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Proposed VSM future state (CONWIP).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The comparison between the current value stream map and
the proposed future maps is presented in Figure 9.

Fig. 9.
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line. In the case of push production system, the lead time is
fixed as the material requirements are scheduled. The
relationship between the level of work in progress, flow time
and throughput rate is given in [27]. Due to the increase in the
WIP level, flow time increases. Consequently, the increase in
throughput hindrates and delays the production process and as
a result, the production may get congested. Therefore, the
recommendation is to implement the CONWIP approach to
control the level of inventory in the cement production line.
A significant contribution of this paper is the study of the
impact of the pull-based production system on the cement
production line. It was shown that Kanban and CONWIP are
tools capable of improving the shop floor process. They are
able to control the excess inventories of clinker and cement and
to eliminate the non-value activities in the cementmanufacturing environment. The outcome of this research is
consistent with the foregoing findings. Authors in [21-25]
reported that CONWIP is an appropriate approach to control
the level of inventory. In addition, the findings could extend the
methodology of [14] to implement lean production in cement
industry. The future prospect is to extend this research further
in order to implement a plan to construct the proposed VSM
towards a cement production line.
V. CONCLUSION
The major issue in cement production process is the large
inventories of clinker and cement. To cater and eliminate this
issue, manufacturing strategies are applied. The VSM is a
significant tool to evaluate the current state of manufacturing
processes. The pull production systems (Kanban and
CONWIP) produce the right quantities in the right time by
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controlling the inventory level. Both the proposed models are
capable of improving the environment of cement
manufacturing processes.
There are further possibilities for future research. The
design of experiments to run simulation models should be
considered. In addition, the possibility of applying the lean
manufacturing model in cement Industry 4.0 should be
explored. It is important to understand the dynamic
manufacturing environment of the cement industry. The
scheduling for dispatching products to customers based on the
demand or the identification of time waste and bottlenecks
during the cement production processes could be arranged by
the integrated lean production with value stream tools to
represent the real time and dynamic value chain of information
and materials flows.
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